Nominalizing Clauses: Evidence from ASL and a New Typology of Embedding
Language of presentation: English
This paper addresses the relationship between embedding, nominalization and use of space in American Sign
Language (ASL). Formally, an embedded clause takes the syntactic form of one CP within another CP. Recent
proposals ([1][2]) suggest that additionally, the embedded CP may be itself first embedded in a DP shell; that is, a D
head takes the embedded CP as its complement. So far, the sign linguistics literature has not addressed this issue,
despite extensive treatments of DPs in ASL ([3][4][5][6][7]). Here, we present new empirical data, suggest that ASL
makes use of localization for nominalization, and place ASL into a typology of nominalizing strategies.
Different predicates select for noun phrases (capture, eat) or entire clauses (hope, think), but some predicates
(explain) can select for both, giving rise to different readings (1)-(2). English marks the difference using
semantically bleached phrases like the fact that or why. In other languages, an overt D head may precede the CP
(e.g. Hebrew, Greek and Persian) and induces the difference in meanings via nominalization of the “why-reading”
clause:
(1’) [explain [COMP building collapse]]
(2’) [explain [D COMP building collapse]]

“say-reading”
“why-reading”

Crucially, in languages which disambiguate these readings by using an overt D, sentential subjects (3’) must be
headed by that very same D. Languages which do not, like English, do not use an overt D for sentential subjects (3).
(3’) [[D COMP building collapse] surprise me].
An overt D thus serves as an explicit marker of nominalization, and brings us to state a new generalization: Overt D
languages may use a D head preceding a CP to disambiguate two kinds of complements of a verb, and must use it
for sentential subjects. In Covert D languages only one reading is available for a structurally ambiguous verb of this
sort, and sentential subjects also require no D head. This typology leads us to ask new empirical questions about sign
languages, of which we take ASL as a first attempt.
Judgments by three native signers indicate that while clause-only embedding ASL predicates allow a clausal
complement right after the verb (4), this is not possible for verbs like EXPLAIN that select for both full clauses and
noun phrases (5). However, if the clause is localized in space (6)-(7), the “say” reading is available. The “whyreading” must be created using a wh-sign (8). When we look to sentential subjects in ASL, we find they similarly
require localization for sentential subjects (9)-(11).
These data show that, in accordance with our generalization, ASL marks its sentential subjects the same way it
marks its CP complements of, crucially, verbs that may select either a noun phrase or a clausal complement.
Moreover, these facts lead us to view localization in ASL as we view Ds in spoken languages: as potential
nominalizers of clauses. This investigation is a first step in finding a typology that holds for both spoken and signed
languages concerning the nominalization of embedded clauses.
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Examples
English complement embedding:
(1) He explained that the building collapsed (and so the police closed off the street).
“say-reading”
(2) He explained {the fact that/why} the building collapsed (flaunted safety regulations). “why-reading”
English sentential subject:
(3) That the building collapsed surprised me.
ASL complement embedding (IX stands for indexical pronominal point, separate subscripts are given for separate
spatial loci):
(4) MOTHER KNOW/HOPE/THINK BROTHER LIKE SALAD.
‘My mother knows/hopes/thinks my brother likes salad.’
(5) * IXa EXPLAIN BUILDINGb COLLAPSE
(6) IXa EXPLAIN [BUILDINGb COLLAPSE]c
‘He explained that the building collapsed.’
“say-reading”
(7) IXa EXPLAIN IX/THATc [BUILDINGb COLLAPSE]c
‘He explained that the building collapsed.’
“say-reading”
(8) IXa EXPLAIN WHY/HOW BUILDINGb COLLAPSE
‘He explained why/how/the fact that the building collapsed.’ “why-reading”
ASL sentential subjects:
(9) *IXa DRINK TEA SURPRISE IX1
(10) [IXa DRINK TEA]c SURPRISE IX1
(11) [IXa DRINK TEA]c IXc/THATc SURPRISE IX1
‘That he drank the tea surprised me.’
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